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Srilanka is amazingly beautiful and is home to the most sought after tourist attractions and
sightseeing spots. It is the home to some of the most wonderful holidaying destinations that include
Colombo, Kandy, Galle, Yapahuwa, etc. These places are the most sought after and are visited by
thousands of hundreds of tourist from across the globe.

Well to make the holiday more enjoyable and delightful to Srilanka, several leading travel agents are
providing tailor made Srilanka package that too with the exclusive services and at affordable
budgets. Several packages as various range of budgets are made online for booking which offer
tourists a flexibility of budgets as well as according to their choice.

Well there are several exciting tourism attractions in Srilanka which are worth to visit and to explore
during your holidays and tours. Some of the exciting attractions are listed as below:

Colombo Tours

Colombo is the capital city of Srilanka as well as it is the financial and economical head of the
country. Here tourists can enjoy remarkable vacation with outmost experiences as it offer truly
incredible opportunity to explore some of the exciting attractions that include The National Museum
of Colombo, Galle Face Green, Bere Lake, Bellanwila Athidiya Wet Land, Dehiwala Zoo,
Wolvendaal Church, The Dutch Period Museum, etc. These are some of the exciting tourism
attractions that are worth to visit and explore during Clombo Tours.

Anaradhapura Tours

Located 206 kms away from Colombo, is one of the illustratious kingdom that existed nearly 1500
years ago. It is amazingly beautiful tourist destination rich in culture, history, grandeur monuments,
natural surroundings and UNESCO World Heritage Site. Well on Anaradhapura Tours one can
enjoy visit to some exciting attractions that include The Sri Mahabodhi Temple, Loha Prasada, The
Samadhi Buddha, The Jetavana Dagaba, The Mirisavati Dagaba, etc. So visit to these exciting
tourism attraction and enjoy remarkable holidays with immense pleasure and joy.

Sigriya

One of the most sought after destination, Sigiriya offer truly unique opportunity to enjoy vacation
with ultimate experiences of lifetime. Located in the north central part of Srilanka, Sigiriya preserves
the architectural wonder of the country. The town is more than 7000 years old and is ideal gateway
to enjoy vacation with ultimate experiences. Some of the worth to visit attraction during Sigiriya tours
are Sigiriya Rock, Wildlife Sanctuary, Boulder Garden, Terrace Garden, Water Gardens, etc.

Beside these exciting tourism attractions, Srilanka Tourism is also very popular for its rich flora and
fauna. Srilanka is home to various exotic and national wildlife parks and sanctuaries namely which
Bundala National Park, Yala National Park, Wilpattu National Park, Gal Oya National Park, Maduru
Oya National Park, Horton Plains National Park, Bundala National Park, Elephant Orphanage,
Sinharaja Rainforest, etc. These are some of the exciting national parks and wildlife sanctuaries
which are exotically rich in flora and fauna and offer exciting opportunity to enjoy wildlife safari and
tours.
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So if you want to explore all at one time choose the tailor made package and enjoy ultimate holidays
in this tropical paradise with immense pleasure and joy.
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